CHASE HALL

IMPRESSIVE CEREMONY IN CHAPEL

CHASE Hall, that hundred thousand dollar hall which serves as the center of campus life, and which serves as a nucleus of activity and a gathering place for hundreds of students daily, was formally dedicated Tuesday afternoon, December 16th. The impressive ceremonies attended by the new chapel before the assembled students and faculty was the method published which filled the auditorium.

The keys of the building were presented by President J. C. Carver, of the Board of Boston architects who designed and built Chase Hall, as representative of the uncan-

When the Rev. Israel Jordan, a graduate of the class of 1882, and a professor in the college for over three years, delivered the address of the day, he was a class mate of Governor Milliken. Mr. Jordan, in his speech to Dr. Chase he said that the late Mr. William H. Hartshorn, and Mrs. Carls were in attendance. Mr. Hartshorn furnished excellent music, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Howe served to

In the list of the late Dr. William L. Hartshorn, and Mrs. Carls one finds the names of their labors, and for their gift of gratitude for the living portrait of the day. He was a class mate of Governor Milliken.

The opening game found the Seniors well on the way. The game was on when it was put up to a wonderf

The opening game of the season with the Seniors
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This issue of the STUDENT marks the beginning of a new year and of the regular pagination of the paper. Along with most other things the price of the subscription has been reduced. Every one of us realizes what a privilege it is to keep up the quality of the paper as it was, and the first alternative was chosen. The new Editorial Board hopes to introduce such changes as will reduce more than compensate for the additional cost. The Alumni Column will be enlarged and extended so as to cover all important movements of Bates graduates. To do this the Alumni Editor must have the cooperation of the alumni. The Editor cannot be expected to keep track of every change made by an alumni without some notification from him. The Sports Page has been well received during the last year, and with the promise of plenty of material during the coming year, should continue to live up to expectations. Hence before the little matters of general interest, the local, have in our opinion, been neglected. Campus news and local news have been the great features of the column, thoughat times we seem to have neglected them. The Alumni Committee will be utilized for the benefit of those who wish to engage in this branch of athletics. These changes cut off the possibility of the Editor being too busy to give attention to the student news. We hope to improve the column by giving more thought to the student news. The Alumni News will be welcomed.

The students of the Class of 1922 are at all times open to communications of general interest. If you hold views on any subject which you cannot sufficiently air your self, put them in the STUDENT. Criticisms of college activities, suggestions as to improvements of any kind will be accepted. Of course the STUDENT cannot be held responsible for any criticism expressed.

The aim of the STUDENT is the satisfaction of its subscribers. If you are not pleased with the material in our paper, speak about it.

How many New Year's resolutions did you make—keep this new year? By this time everyone should have started out so and so with such high ambitions to re-solve his failings but the former states of graceless indifference to his shortcomings. In this sad condition of affairs his only consolation is that everyone else has relapsed into the rut.

A life of conception to an ideal is the life of beauty but the life of achievement is the life of beauty without self-dulity. Self-mastery thru self-dulity is the price of true greatness, and to the majority it comes hard. To a life of achievement, so many things are too primitive to prove consummate, to while away his hours of idle talk to depend on one brilliant recitation to carry him thru a week's work, the straight road, the narrows path of self-mastery, seems almost hard to follow. It means doing the right thing at the right time. It means that the course of the majority of a random existence must we substitute a life of order. Beneath the beautiful works of Nature we find the rigid regulations of the laws of the universe. So law near the underlying nature of beauty. To attain the unattainable—perfection? The average person will say it sounds good, but—Yet, insular as it seems to be, the only way in which man can make his way is by rejection. To conquer those bad habits of procrastination, lisp, over self-deception, those little foibles which we call faults—that is perfection. It may be reached by the strength of overcoming one by one our weaknesses. That was the lesson provided a New Year's Resolution which one does not have to wait for next year. Make that resolution to master yourself now!

LOCALS

Free Street House

Miss Hazel Prewett, Free Street House, has lent in residence for a time Miss Lois Hoyt, who has been occupied with literary work at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Miss Hoyt returned to her former position on Saturday after spending a pleasant vacation at their homes in Hallowell, Me.

Milton Widber over his weekend. Miss Alice Gould, Miss Holyske, '20 has been the guest of Miss Jessie Johnsey, '21 at her home in Portland, Me. Miss Helen Fintry, '23, engaged in the enumeration of houses and streets in Hallowell, has been in the sick room for a few days but now seems to be better. Miss Helen Fintry, '23, was also one of the belated returnees to college; her sister, Lois Hoyt, over the weekend.

PARK A. BLOTH, '22

WINN IV. POTTER, '21

GEORGE E. SPRAGUE, '23

ROBERT W. WATTS, '21

CLIFTON T. PERKINS, '22

**SPORT SPATTER**

The institution of the Class Basket Ball League was a success and has kept in good health many a fair mind from the track. The improvement in the board of games which was presented to the members on the second Friday in December was wonderfully exciting. It is greatly appreciated by the students.

The changes are as follows:

**FOOTBALL MANAGER ELECTED**

At a meeting of the Athletic Association, Carl Feyen, assistant manager of the team, was appointed manager of the school at the end of the season, as the opportunity to play in a regular game. In the autumn of 1910 he went out for the football team and promptly stuck to his position, as he was the only one who understood the tactics. He was the only one who understood the tactics.

**THE CENSUS**

The taking of the 1920 census calls into light the purpose of the previous one. It is made in order to find out how many members of the house of Congress each state should have. That is the purpose of the Census, but that does not at all comport with the purpose of the Census, and is not made in such a manner as to make the Census returns complete.

**FOOTBALL OUTLOOK**

From time to time in winter, we have been able to see a glimpse of the coming season. The football team of 1910 is the finest in Bates history. It has been described as follows:

**WINGS CAPTAIN OF BASEBALL**

The captain of Captains, W. P. W., captain of the baseball team, was chosen by the students of the school. He is a very popular figure among the students.

**ADDITIONAL CONSTITUTION**

The amendment to the Constitution of the school was adopted by the students. It is the first in the series of amendments that have been made in the Constitution. It provides that the Constitution shall not be amended until at least two years have passed since the last amendment was made.
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Dr. F. N. Whittier
of Bowdoin

TO ADDRESS JORDAN SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY

At the regular meeting of the Jordan Scientific Society, the President called for the attendance of individual scholars. It was announced that the meeting would be devoted to the discussion of several important topics, including the recent developments in the field of physics, the latest advancements in the study of biology, and the current state of research in chemistry. The meeting was held in the Jordan Lecture Hall, and the attendees were seated according to their respective points of view. You will be fully advised as to their reply. It is expected that the vote will be carried out under such safeguards as may be established in each institution, to secure secrecy and completeness, and that the results shall be published locally and telegraphed to the head-quarters where the result for the whole situation shall be compiled and made public. You will place the current interest of the community upon the committee and point of view ad\n\norded. The undersigned themselves recommend different views, and the more present. The plan is to stimulate discussion in the various communities and to obtain as much\n\npossible expression of the college sentiment. The feeling is that the sub\n\nject of this effort of this is a very great and that the indication of\n\ncondemnation thus obtained will be\n\nlightening to everybody concerned. The undersigned do nothing more in\n\nwhole matter than to urge suggestions to the effect in your own institution and Point by Point for full. Will you kindly bring this telegram to the attention of the president of your city board of education? I am a very great and that the indication of this plan of action will be\n\nlightening to everybody concerned. They undersigned do nothing more in\n\nwhole matter than to urge suggestions to the effect in your own institution and Point by Point for full. Will you kindly bring this telegram to the attention of the president of your city board of education? I am a very great and that the indication of this plan of action will be

BATES BOYS GOOD CLOTHES

FROM GRANT & CO.
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ROSS'S ICE CREAM and other delicacies

may be termed the "educated" kind because the flavor is tastefullybrought out when you partake of them.

YOU PATRONAGE IS APPRECIATED ALWAYS

GEORGE A. ROSS, Class 1904

756 B semantic, Lewiston, Maine

Telephone 850